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What do you do when you figure out that the life you have been happily living has all been a

lie?Meet Keva and Oneika, two childhood besties who have been living and loving life to the fullest

with no regrets. That is, until they reconnect after a decade of silence. What happens next will leave

everyone shocked and speechless.Both women are happily attached with full and demanding lives.

Oneika is married to Saamir with three beautiful children and multiple successful business ventures.

Keva is engaged to Tasha, without any children but living high on the social ladder.When Keva and

Oneika reconnect, the lives of all involved will be forever changed by one chance encounter. Will

these two besties remain just that, or will they cross that line that will make them B.F.F.â€™s?
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It just goes to show you.you can't help who you fall in love with..Saamir loved oneika for all the

wrong reasons.Karma kicked his ass.Tasha a women scorned ok but she had her own agenda

also.it seems nobody was loving for the right reason.. I'm all down for Keva and oneika true love...I

do not agree with infidelity.i think you should always close one door before you open another



one..but with saying that I was turning pages so fast.i trully enjoyed reading your work Qnyxx

I recently received this book as part of winning a contest via The Jessica Watkins fan group and

Charge Lewis on Facebook! And as a avid reader and lover of Urban fiction it is EVERYTHING I

needed I love it so far and will say you won't regret it!

The storyline was something out of a Tyler Perry Studio. I loved the fact that it literally was the story

telling of a writing by the main character, if you could imagine what I mean. Let's just say, the ending

was executed awesomely.The plot was phenomenally executed to say the least. It centered around

two high school best friends that were in love with each other yet living two lives full of lies all for

show. The plot thickened when the wedding of the century halted, leaving those left heartbroken

vindictive and revengeful. This love square possessed lies, cheating, dildos and huge orgasms.The

editing was horrible. It took a few days longer to finish the read because it jumped from past tense

to present tense. Because the main character recalled the story for the reader, it should've read in

past tense throughout. The only part that should've read present was the epilogue.There was

missing words and misspelled words due to fast typing. A proofreader could've caught those minor

mistakes.The title should omit the profanity. Freaking could've replaced F..king, and it would've

attracted a different reader, one who'd be curious to know what that title embodied.While the cover

spoke volumes, it would've attracted the very community that would've praised how real this read:

LGBT. Don't get me wrong, I like the two girls but a sexy stud that depicted everything that Keva

was would've raised the bar.A better edit would change this way the story flowed.I recommend this

story to women who love women, men who love women who love women, and the curious

women.For detailed reviews, goto Revues Galore

As always I love your books, never can I just put it down and say I'll read it tomorrow or a couple of

pages here. The story was amazing , beyond best friends meeting again it was a story of true love

conquering. I don't want to give up details but it was beautifully written, you will now be

disappointed. Onyxx you slayed this book, congrats on your fourth book I'm awaiting more, one of

your biggest Fans, Fay

What I can say, I love the Authoriest. This is the forth book I have read of hers and she keeps

drawing me in. This is truly a great read. I love how she allow you to get to know the characters.

She keeps your mind going with each to try to figure out what's going to happen next. Boy what an



ending. I didn't want the book to end.

Oneika and Keva WOW. But I guess true love never dies. The the twist and turns keep me want

more and more. Tashara and samirr they are something else.Go get your copy is you haven't this 5

star read will have you begging Onyxx for a spin off that's how good it is

Onyxx, I loved your book!!! I mean damn, I wasnâ€™t expecting that type of an ending!!! Again, I

must say someone needs to make this a movie!! I am so proud of you for following your dreams!! I

can't wait to read more!!! Huggsss

This Author is amazing & really has a gift for keeping you captured in the moment. Reading her

book kept me intrigued, aroused & highly interested. I love the way her books are evolving. Keep up

the great work! I look forward to the next book. #LETHAL
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